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THz technology, which is mainly composed of imaging,  spectroscopy, and communication, is 
appealing to researchers due to its useful properties and various applications such as food inspection 
and security. Among the electronic device-based THz wave emitter and detector, plasma-wave device 
(PWD) based on silicon (Si) FET structure has advantages in terms of low cost and large-scale 
integration. Also, graphene R-PWD is expected to show high performance due to its high mobility. In 
this thesis, I firstly report the possibility of silicon (Si) plasma wave transistor (PWT) as a resonant 
terahertz (THz) emitter and detector based on the theoretical analysis focusing on the strained Si with 
enhanced mobility. Under asymmetric boundary conditions for plasma wave instability, the amplitude 
of plasma wave in FET channel increases and this plasma wave increment provides the basis of the 
electromagnetic (EM) wave emission from FET and responses for external THz signal. Secondly, a 
novel structure of floating gate R-PWT with suspended channel is introduced with considering graphene 
having ultra-high channel mobility. Finally, I report experimental evidences for plasma-wave resonance 
in strained-Si channel FET based on the design window of R-PWT. I explain three reasons why 
resonance occurs with various measurement data: Resonant peak exist above-threshold regime and its 
output response voltage increase non-linearly as external frequency increases when quality factor Q = 
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Figure 1-1. THz wave and its applied technologies. 
 
 
1.1. Terahertz wave properties 
 
 
Figure 1-1 illustrates that terahertz (THz) wave has frequency range from 0.1 to 10 THz and 
wavelength range from 3 mm to 30 m, which is called “THz gap”. In wireless communication 
technology, sub-THz frequency from 0.1 to 1 THz would be chosen for 6G mobile network system, 
which has higher data rate (~ 1 Tbps) and lower latency (~ 0.1 ms) than of 5G (~ 20 Gbps and 1 ms) so 
that THz wave is expected to make a breakthrough and give solutions for the beyond 5G societal and 
business requests such as real time holographic communication and automatic industry with high 
precision (expected frame error rate ~ 1-10-9 in 6G) and enhanced energy efficiency (targeting 1 pJ/bit 




Also, by using Plank’s equation, E= hc= hf, it can be estimated that the radiation power of THz wave 
has the ranges of 0.4 – 40 meV. Because these photon energies are lower than the band gap energies of 
non-metallic materials, THz wave has properties to be absorbed in metal and penetrate insulator. 
Therefore, THz imaging system can be used in the industrial fields of security, food inspection, process 
control, and biotechnology [4-7], which is safe to human body or bio samples due to its low and non-
destructive radiation power compared to X-ray imaging (~ 10 keV). Furthermore, because the behaviors 
of quasi-particles and collective excitations occur with meV energy scales, the characteristics of charge 
transport in a material can be clearly revealed by using THz time-domain spectroscopy with measuring 
ac electrical conductivity [8-10]. THz spectroscopy is also a powerful method to analyze molecular 
dynamics of meV energy scales. For example, the intermolecular bonding such as stretching and 
torsional modes, collective water dipole relaxation, and molecular rotations in the gas phase are 

























1.2. Photonic approaches and its limitations 
 
 
There are two ways to fill out the THz gap: One is electronic approaches and the other is photonic 
approaches as shown in Fig. 1-1. In the case of photonic approaches, a free electron laser (FEL), which 
generates photons by transverse acceleration of the electrons passing through a periodic arrangement of 
magnets, have been reported to emit THz wave with average power of 20 W [13]. Despite of its 
usefulness of academic researches, it is necessary to secure large and expensive facilities. In terms of 
semiconductor photonics, the photon energy range (0.4 - 40 meV) of THz gap makes it hard to find 
proper material to emit photon by interband transition from bandgap between conduction and valence 
bands. To deal with this problem, a quantum cascade laser (QCL), which uses intersubband transitions 
in a superlattice of semiconductors and covers the wavelength range from near 3 m to 250 m, can be 
a solution to make THz source and shows an order of magnitude in mW scale above f= 1 THz. However, 
its maximum operation temperature in THz regime is limited up to T 200 K [14]. A THz molecular 
laser (ML), which uses rotational transition of molecular gas optically pumped by an infrared (IR) 
source, can be operated at room temperature. Especially, the THz ML using NH3 pumped by mid-IR 
QCL is recently reported to emit 1 mW continuous wave at f= 1.1 THz with 100 mW pumping laser 
(f= 29 THz) [15]. Even though THz ML overcomes the temperature limitation with comparable output 
power of THz QCL, it has more complex structure and bigger size than chip-based THz sources, which 
is connected to cost efficiency and widespread business-to-customer applications. To achieve versatile 
THz technologies for communication, imaging, and spectroscopy, electronic approaches are appealing 
to researchers since it has advantages of low cost, low power consumption, and ability of high 
integration. In the next chapter, it will be discussed conventional electronic approaches represented as 
electron transit mode and its limitation due to cut-off frequency. Also, the plasma mode will be 













1.3. Electronic approaches: Plasma mode vs. conventional transit mode 
 
 
In the case of conventional electronic devices, there are two categories to be used in millimeter wave 
(mmW) regime (f= 30-300 GHz): One is two-terminal devices using negative differential resistance 
(NDR) such as resonant tunneling diode (RTD), impact ionization avalanche transit-time (IMPATT) 
diode, and Gunn diode. The other is three-terminal devices such as bipolar junction transistor (BJT) and 
field-effect transistor (FET) with monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC). Even though these 
are successfully commercialized in the applications of RF/mmW, its high output power below 100 GHz 
abruptly decreases and falls into the order of W scale near f= 1 THz, which is lower than any other 
photonic-based devices [16]. The reason is strongly related to the limitation of electron transit velocity. 
For example, the operation frequency of Gunn diode is approximately equal to vs/Lac , where vs is 
electron saturation velocity and Lac is active region length [17]. Because it has been reported that planar 
Gunn diode cannot generate and sustain its signal below Lac= 0.6 m, its operation frequencies are 
limited up to 167 GHz considering vs 10
7 cm/s for GaAs and 375 GHz for InP Gunn diode (vs 
2.25107 cm/s) [17]. A high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT), which is also widely used in 








=   
where gm is transconductance, Cgs is gate-to-source capacitance, and L is gate length. This equation 
shows that gate length scaling with securing high vs guarantees device operation at higher frequency, 
which is similar to the case of two-terminal devices. However, as the gate length shrinks down and 
becomes comparable to the thickness of barrier layer, the short channel effect occurs in the device and 
the cut-off frequency is saturated so that exceeding 1 THz of operation frequency is very challenging 
[18]. 
 
 To make a breakthrough in this cut-off frequency limitation, in 1993, M. Shur has proposed 
theoretically that resonant plasma-wave, which is temporal and spatial collective oscillation of 2DEG 
electrons in the channel of FET, can generate THz wave with boundary conditions at source and drain 
side [29]. This plasma-mode FET, which is named as plasma-wave transistor (PWT), is experimentally 
proven by various research groups. Another impressive point of PWT is that Si, which have been used 
in channel material of CMOS in RF application at lower frequency than III-V HEMT case due to its 
low mobility, low electron saturation velocity, and narrow band gap, even can attain to THz regime, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1-2 [19]. It means that it is possible to make Si THz PWT based on CMOS technology 





Figure 1-2. Comparison of plasmonic and transit mode operating frequency 






















1.4. Resonant mode vs. non-resonant plasma mode 
 
 
In terms of THz detection, the plasma-mode can be categorized into resonant (R) and non-resonant 
(NR) mode whose schematic views are illustrated in Fig. 1-3. Firstly, non-resonant THz detection can 
be achieved when boundary conditions of Cgs > Cgd or Cgs < Cgd are implemented [4-7] since the NR 
plasma-wave, which consists of source and drain injected electrons by external THz signal (Vacos(t)) 
on the gate, should have voltage difference between source and drain boundaries so that output voltage 
has the value of Vout= <V(x= leff)> − <V(x= 0)>. As gate voltage increases, inversion electrons make a 
channel below the gate and plasma-wave velocity increases (s  (Vg−Vth)^1/2) so that plasma-wave 
started from source side attains drain side. In this case, if the ideal boundary conditions of ac short at 
source (|Zs|= 0) and ac open (|Zd|= ) at drain are implemented, plasma-wave resonance occurs and 
amplitude increases at drain side, which means that output voltage by THz signal can be measured. 
Considering THz detection applications, it is possible for R-PWT to detect THz signal above 1 THz 
with higher Vout due to plasma-wave resonance for each gate voltages compared to NR-PWT as shown 
in Fig 1-3. Also, the other advantage of R-PWT is that it can be operated as THz emitter by modulating 




Figure 1-3. Schematic view and theoretical output voltage (Vout) [25] for external THz signal of (a) 
NR-PWT and (B) R-PWT. Both cases are assumed that electrons are injected only from the source 








Because it has been deemed that high channel mobility is necessary for plasma-wave resonance due 
to multiple reflection at drain and source side, III-V HEMTs and graphene FET have been extensively 
investigated for plasma-mode THz emitters [26-28] and detectors [20-25,34] with a tunable frequency 
above 1 THz at room temperature. Because of low channel mobility in Si FETs, only non-resonant 
detectors have been demonstrated on CMOS technology platform in sub-THz regime (< 1 THz) [4-7]. 
Despite the CMOS-based plasmonic THz detectors are showing comparable performance with other 
commercial THz detectors operating at room temperature, there has been no experimental report of 
resonant THz wave detection and emission based on Si CMOS devices that has a lot of advantages such 
as low-cost small-size integrated THz systems on a chip with both detector and emitter. In this thesis, 
physical analysis of R-PWT THz emitter and detector (chapter II), which based on ideal assumption, is 
presented firstly in order to derive analytic equations smoothly for non-ideal cases. Also, novel device 
concept of floating gate R-PWD with suspended-channel (FG SC-PWD) is introduced to maximize the 
performance of graphene with its ultra-high mobility (chapter III). Taken these together, a design 
window for R-PWT and FG SC-PWD is introduced, which can make researchers to judge the possibility 
of plasma-wave resonance for specific channel materials (chapter IV). Finally, experimental results of 



























After theoretical possibility for resonant THz plasma-wave generation in FET channel was revealed 
by M.Shur [29], there has been several progresses related to theoretical framework of R-PWT based on 
FET structure such as resonant THz detection [33], analysis of plasma-wave drain reflection coefficient 
[35], definition of effective momentum relaxation time (eff) which explains damping of plasma-wave 
[28], the effect of diffusion and viscosity on plasma-wave resonance [37]. However, there are still 
absence of consideration of relatively low channel mobility materials. Therefore, the conventional 
experimental researches of resonant mode have been focused on HEMT structure to obtain high channel 
mobility, as discussed in previous section 1.5. In this chapter, it will be shed light on the theory of R-
PWT considering plasma-wave with covering the assumption of sv0 for analyzing relatively low 
channel mobility material (section 2.2) and finite drain impedance |Zd| to make sure realistic possibility 
of R-PWT (section 2.3). Also, it will be introduced how to evaluate the radiation power of R-PWT by 
deriving power equation which combines with the theories of plasma-wave and dot-charge dipole 
(section 2.4). Finally, it will be reviewed the definition of eff and reported Vout equations for PWT THz 
detection. Based on these concepts, the wavenumber and Vout equations are newly derived to investigate 
resonant peaks near threshold voltage of R-PWT considering sv0 case of low mobility and short 





















Figure 2-1. Schematic views of (a) R-PWT THz emitter and (b) THz detector assuming ideal 
boundary conditions. (c) Plasma-wave consisting of downstream and upstream for THz emission case 
 
The most important variable in the theory of conventional FET is the electron drift velocity (v0) to 
demonstrate local electron drift transport under the finite channel mobility () and the momentum 
relaxation time (p). In high density ballistic channel with gate overdrive voltage (U0 = Vg−Vth where Vg 
is the gate voltage and Vth is the threshold voltage), though, the frequent collisions between the local 
electrons cause the collective behavior of channel 2DEG. The plasma-wave, which is the oscillation 
(wave) of the 2DEG density (plasma), can be generated in the channel of FET (i.e. PWT) under ideal 
boundary conditions of ac open at drain (|Zd|= ) and ac short at source (impedance |Zs|= 0) [29]. This 
plasma-wave velocity (s= (eU0/m)^(1/2)) is the key variable in the theory of PWT, because it decides 
the angular frequency of plasma-wave (=  + i ) and its harmonics under given v0 of FET by 
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                            (2.2) 
where leff is the effective channel length and N is an odd integer explaining resonant plasma-wave 
harmonics. It is notable that the amplitude of plasma-wave increases as time elapse if  0 since the 
plasma-wave can be represented as n(x,t) exp(t). In this case, it is feasible that the R-PWT can be 
operated as THz emitter (see Fig. 2-1(a)), whose emission mechanism of EM wave and evaluated 
radiation power will be discussed in section 2.4. Also, the resonance of plasm-wave cannot occur itself 
if 0 so that it is necessary to bias ac THz wave (Uacos(t)) on the gate of R-PWT in order to provide 
energy to plasma-wave, as illustrated in Fig. 2-1(b), whose detailed discussion in section 2.5. Figure 2-
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1(c) shows that the plasma-wave makes standing wave represented by the resonant frequency of Eq. 
(2.1) from the superposition of upstream and downstream plasma-waves with different velocity during 
reflections in the quasi-ballistic or diffusive channel cavity. To conduct quantitative and physical 
analysis of this plasma-wave resonance in gated PWT channel, the decomposed analytical model of 
upstream and downstream in the resonant channel cavity with finite  (p) is now being derived focusing 
on the fundamental (lowest) mode (N= 1).  
By using the governing formalism of the first order of hydrodynamic Euler equation and continuity 
equation as [29] 
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                      (2.4) 
 
and combining Eq. (2.3) and (2.4) with the considerations of the first-order oscillation terms as n1, v1, 
and U1 in the oscillatory plasma-wave n(x,t)= n0+n1(x)exp(it), electron velocity v(x,t)= 
v0+v1(x)exp(it), and electric potential U(x,t)= U0+U1(x)exp(it), where n0= CoxU0/e is the surface 
electron density, Cox is the areal capacitance of the oxide, e is the elementary electronic charge [29], the 
analytical solutions of the divided downstream and upstream plasma-wave dispersion relation explicitly 
as  
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where k+ and k− are the wavenumber of downstream and upstream plasma-wave as illustrated in Fig. 2-
1(c). It should be noted that there is an assumption of 2sk > 1/p to derive Eq. (2.5), which means R-
PWT has high channel mobility. It will be dealt in section 2.5.3 which considers 2sk  1/p condition to 
derive wavenumber and Vout equations for resonant THz detection in low mobility channel. 
 
From Eq. (2.5), the oscillatory terms of n1 can be divided into the linear-independent superposition of 
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Figure 2-2. (a) The calculation results of 1st harmonic (N=1) n1 and j1 after 150 ps in the gate and 
channel for PWT with L= 50 nm, p= 100 fs, m= 0.028m0, s= 1.5108 cm/s, and v0= 2.6107 cm/s. 
Here f= 7 THz, n0= 7.7310
12 cm−2 and j0= 32 Acm
−1 assuming the initial perturbation coefficient 
C+= - C-= 2.1610
5 cm−2. (b) The evaluated waveforms of 1st harmonic plasma-wave n (= n0+n1) in 
the same PWT channel in Fig. 2-2 for s= 7.70108, 2.25108, 1.25108 and 4.00107 cm/s, 
respectively. in each plot. Harmonic waveforms with different period (T) are plotted at each same 
periodic time of T/5 2T/5, 3T/5, and 4T/5. 
 
where C+ and C− are initial coefficients for downstream and upstream. Furthermore, v1 and U1 also have 
these initial perturbation coefficients, which are not clearly defined in their relations and thus, it is 
difficult to derive the analytical solution for the current density j(x, t) from the simple relation of j/q=nv 
= n0v0 + (n1v0 + n0v1)e
-it + n1v1e
-2it with the 1st-order current flux of j1= (n1v0 + n0v1)e
−it. 
 
At this point, for the analytical j1 with more simple formalism (not by defining v1 with unknown 
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Using these analytical approaches, j1 can be defined in the form of linear-independent upstream and 
downstream as 
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with each phase velocity of /k± which is plasma-wave velocity rather than electron drift velocity. 
 
As shown in Fig. 2-2(a), by using Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8), it is feasible to illustrate the behavior of 
decomposed plasma-waves n1(x,t) and current fluxes j1(x,t) both in the PWT channel and gate where 
collision terms (e−x) are included. There have been vague arguments for plasma-wave reflections at 
the boundaries. In Ref. [29], Dyakonov and Shur state that the amplitude ratio of the reflected and 
oncoming waves is (s+v0)/(s−v0) without considering the exact terminology of reflection coefficient. In 
the other theoretical report by F. J. Crowne [35], the reflection coefficient (v0−s)/(v0+s) is always lower 
than unity in absolute value for 0 <v0 <s. On the one hand, the current and voltage reflection coefficient 
for the Dyakonov-Shur instability has been studied by M. V. Cheremisin et. al. [42] in the form of 
equation. In this work, we conducted the physical analysis for the reason why the reflection coefficients 
are larger than unity by taking the analogy with the transmission line model between gate and channel. 
This theoretical analogy itself has been mentioned in Dyakonov-Shur theory [29]. But our present work 
is distinguished in that we take this analogy to investigate the reason why reflection coefficient > 1 as 
illustrated in Fig. 2-2(a). 
 
It is noticeable that the relation between current flux and plasma-wave is similar to the current and 
voltage waves in the transmission line theory. As a starting point, let us consider that the j1+ (downstream) 
propagates to the boundary of drain-channel (lower-left one of Fig. 2-2(a)). Due to ac open condition 
on drain side (ZGD=  at x= L), the j1+ reflects with −180 of phase difference to make j1(x= L)= 0 so 
that the reflection coefficient of j1 at the drain side is Rj,d= −1. The n1+ (downstream) at the drain-channel 
boundary is also reflected and converts to n1− (upstream) in the channel (lower-right one of Fig. 2-2(a)). 
At this reflection of n1, the n1+ has the same phase with the n1− since the number of electrons should 
increase at the drain side by the additional electrons in the reflected j1− (upstream) in the channel. By 
the boundary condition of j1(L)= 0 from Eq. (2.8), the reflection coefficient (Rn,d) for the n1 at the drain 
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                            (2.9) 
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Subsequently, the upstream n1− and j1− propagate to source in the channel and transfer to the gate region 
(upper ones of Fig. 2-2 (a)) since the channel and gate is related to the ac short condition at the source 
(x=0). Therefore, the j1− from the gate region also flows to the channel and convert to j1+ with increasing 
plasma-wave velocity that has the same phase to the j1− in the channel. Thus, it is clear that the j1− is 
just reflected and changed to the j1+ so that the reflection coefficient (Rj,s) of j1 at the source side can be 















                           (2.10) 
At the source side with zero impedance at x= 0 (ac short condition), the n1 becomes zero since the phase 
of transferred n1+ from the gate region is directly opposite to the n1− in the channel, i.e. the reflection 
coefficient of n1 at the source side is Rn,s= −1. The results of Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) represent that Rn,d and 
Rj,s are always higher than unity when UDS is biased while they become unity without UDS that is the 
same results for the standing wave in the transmission line theory with the same boundary conditions 
and ac voltage source [43]. 
 
The sum of j1+ and j1− makes standing wave (j1) which has anti-node and node at the source and drain 
side, respectively, while the sum of n1+ and n1− also makes standing wave (n1) that has node and anti-
node at the drain and source side, respectively. It is noteworthy that the plasma-wave resonance is 
originated from these standing waves with the increment of the amplitude during multiple reflections. 
Because the n1 in the channel and gate are different each other with the phase of −180, the electric 
dipole is formed and oscillates in the R-PWT, which means the electromagnetic (EM) wave is emitted 
with THz frequency. 
 
By using this theoretical analysis of the plasma-wave in the channel, Figure 2-2 (b) describes that the 
resonance quality of plasma-wave is decided by the (s−v0)p/L. condition. In terms of resonance, the 
ideal case is that standing wave has fixed node and anti-node, which connected that the simple harmonic 
oscillator is formed. In the channel of PWT, though, the plasma-wave oscillation rather shows the 
behavior of coupled harmonic oscillator, which distributes the energy to make intended frequency and 
intensity of electromagnetic wave, as shown at points in 2T/5 and 4T/5 in Fig. 2-2 (b). 
 
In comparable s~v0 range, the (s−v0)p/L condition can become a criterion to judge how standing wave 
is close to the simple harmonic oscillator. As the velocity of upstream is decreased by increasing v0 or 
decreasing s, which means that (s-v0)p/L is lowered and Rn,d is increased, the resonance quality becomes 
worse as shown in Fig. 2-2 (b) because the simple harmonic oscillator gradually changes to the coupled 
harmonic oscillator as the velocity difference between downstream and upstream increase.  
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2.3. Influence of finite drain impedance on R-PWT 
 
 
Based on FET structure, the ideal operation principle of R-PWT should consider ideal boundary 
conditions of ac short at source side (|Zs|= 0) and ac open at drain side (|Zd|= ). With these boundary 
conditions, drain reflection coefficient becomes higher than unity and plasma-wave resonance occurs 
in the channel of R-PWT when biasing gate overdrive voltage (U0= Ug−Uth) and drain voltage (Uds) 
[29].  
 
In comparison with ac short at source side, achieving infinite |Zd| for ac open is so challenging that 
finite |Zd| should be considered for practical analysis. Considering finite |Zd|, Eq. the 1
st order of current 
flux at drain side as 
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where W is channel width. Under infinite |Zd| the 1
st order of current flux becomes zero. By using Eq. 
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where Cox is the areal capacitance of the oxide. If the drain impedance is infinite, Eq. (2.12) becomes 
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where Zch
 are channel plasma-wave impedances for downstream and upstream, respectively. If there is 
no applied drain bias (i.e. v0= 0), |Zch
|= |Zch| is exactly same to the characteristic impedance |Z0|= 
(LchC)
−1 in transmission line theory, where Lch= mle
2n0W is kinetic inductance, m is electron effective 
mass, and C= WCox [44]. In this case, the plasma-wave for downstream and upstream have the same 
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plasma-wave velocity s which means rd,i= 1 and rd < 1 for ideal and realistic case, respectively. By 
applying drain bias, electrons flow toward drain side with v0 and upstream plasma-wave has slower 
velocity (s−= s−v0) than downstream (s+= s+v0), which means that the propagation of upstream is 
obstructed so that |Zch
−| has higher impedance than |Zch
+|. This impedance discrepancy, which is due to 
channel drift electron impedance |Ze|, causes rd to be higher than unity and necessary minimum |Zd| for 
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The drain reflection coefficient considering finite drain impedance changes imaginary part of angular 
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Considering the physical conditions of  0 for resonance, it is possible to derive the critical drain 
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Figure 2-3 illustrates that plasma-wave resonance occurs when |Zd||Zd,c||Zch
+|. The finite drain 
impedance allows downstream of plasma-wave (n1−) to pass through drain side so that reflection occurs 
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Figure 2-3. The plasma- wave behavior at the drain side for the arbitrary channel material. 
 
In the case of ballistic mobility (p= ), |Zd,c| is exactly same to |Ze| (= |Zd,min|). Also, |Ze| is always 
bigger than |Zch
+| when s  v0 because |Zch
+| is parallel impedance for |Ze| and |Zch|. Therefore, |Zd,c| is 
always higher than |Zch
+|, which well explains the fact that drain impedance should be higher than 
channel impedance for resonance. 
 
When choosing channel material of R-PWT, higher channel mobility is desirable because the 
electrons, which compose plasma-wave, experience collision with phonons or impurities lesser so that 
plasma-wave traveling channel can sustain its amplitude longer. From this point of view, exfoliated 
graphene mobility of which have been reported up to 140,000 cm 2/Vs (hall mobility) at room 
temperature [45] can be a good candidate of channel material of R-PWT. However, exfoliated graphene 
is hard to be mass produced for commercializing THz R-PWT. Therefore, it is necessary to consider 
CVD graphene as channel material even if it has lower mobility (= 4000 cm2/Vs [46], 7100 cm2/Vs 











Figure 2-4 shows the possibility of graphene THz R-PWT for various parameters. For example, 
Assuming CVD graphene with channel mobility = 5000 cm2/Vs and channel length l= 40 nm, W= 10 
m, and tox= 5 nm, the critical drain impedance of 200  is always higher than |Zch
+|= 10 . In this case, 
|Zd|  200  should be imposed for successful operation of THz R-PWT (Fig. 2-4(a)). It should be noted 
that abrupt increase of |Zd,c| is due to physical property of plasma-wave in the channel of R-PWT. 
Because decreasing frequency means that s and v0 also decrease, plasma-wave becomes slower and 
much more collision occur. Therefore, insufficient amplitude arrives at drain side so that higher |Zd| 
should be required for sufficient reflection to occur plasma-wave resonance. In the case of infinite |Zd|, 
the resonance never occurs if the channel mobility is too low or channel length is too long since plasma-
wave is already fully overdamped at drain side (Figs. 2-4(a) and 2-4(b)). Additionally, W and Cox=tox 
are inversely proportional to impedance component as shown in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.18), and (2.19) (Figs. 
2-4(c) and 2-4(d)). 
 
 
Figure 2-4. |Zd| vs. frequency plot to show the possibility of graphene THz R-PWT for the various 
parameters of (a) channel mobility, (b) channel length, (c) channel width, and (d) oxide thickness. 
Hexagonal BN is assumed as oxide material.  
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 Furthermore, in terms of high integration and cost efficiency for the commercial impact in THz 
applications, it is essential to achieve Si R-PWT. For this purpose, considering finite |Zd| on theoretical 
analysis is helpful for investigating realistic possibility of resonance in the Si channel. Figure 2-5 shows 
|Zd,c| and |Zch
+| for strained Si (s-Si) R-PWT with variation of channel width (W= 10, 30, 50 nm) and 
reported MOSFET channel mobility (= 500, 650, 800 cm2/Vs) [48,64]. Compared to Fig. 2-4 of CVD 
graphene case, evaluated |Zd,c| is higher than graphene by two or three orders of magnitude, since short 
channel width is assumed (cf. |Zd,c| 100  for assumed s-Si R-PWT with W= 10 m ). It is 
recommended to fabricate the channel width of R-PWT as short as possible in order to suppress oblique 
plasma-wave mode [21,49]. The 10-100 k scale of |Zd,c| for s-Si R-PWT has no problem for actual 
experiment because the load impedance of lock-in-amp (LIA) is 10 M [50]. The detailed experimental 





Figure 2-5. |Zd| vs. frequency plot to show the possibility of s-Si THz R-PWT for the various 












2.4. R-PWT THz emission 
 
 
Considering the device structure of R-PWT, longitudinal THz plasma-wave generated by 2DEG is 
converted into TEM mode electromagnetic (EM) waves in free-space through capacitive coupling 
between channel plasma-wave and gate mirror image plasma-wave [29]. M. Shur briefly introduced 
electrostatic power estimation as P CoxU1
2Wv0, by which the maximum radiation power was estimated 
2 mW at f= 1.5 THz for l= 200 nm, W= 100 m, v0= 10
7 cm/s, s= 1.15108 cm/s, d= 35 nm, = 13, and 
U= 0.5 V [29]. Even though this estimation referred to upper bound of the actual radiated power, the 
experimental results have been reported to be W scale [51]. In order to improve and attain to the 
upper bound of the radiated power of R-PWT THz emitter, it is essential to derive analytical power 
equation, which have not been reported yet. 
 
The basic idea to derive power equation is combining conventional dot-charge dipole theory and 
2DEG plasma-wave theory, as illustrated in Fig. 2-6. The electric potential from R-PWT and surface 
charge is given by, 
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Figure 2-6. Concept of combining conventional dot-charge dipole and 2DEG plasma-wave theory 
for yielding radiated power equation. 
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By using approximation of r± << r and r << = (2c)/ considering its actual measurement point and 
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where  is related to plasma-wave behavior in the channel of R-PWT, K and  are defined wavenumbers 
for ease of calculations. Next, the vector potential can be obtained by considering displacement current 
between floating gate and suspended channel, which is result in 
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Based on Eq. (2.22) and (2.24), the electric and magnetic field can be obtained by using 
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Therefore, the Poynting vector and radiated power is 
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where tmax is a point in time that amplitude of plasma-wave attains to its maximum peak. If  >> , 
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=                         (2.30) 
 
Considering CVD graphene PWT with = 5000 cm2/Vs, L= 40 nm, and W= 15 m, the radiated power 
of THz wave is evaluated in the range of nW - W scale, which is strongly influenced by 4 dependency 
in Eq. (2.25). Even though the validity of power equation (detailed in chapter 2.5) has been conducting, 
the insufficient emission power of R-PWT motivates to invent a novel PWD structure. A floating gate 
R-PWD with suspended channel (FG SC-PWD), as part of its efforts, shows mW scale radiation power, 






















2.5. R-PWT THz detection 
 
 




Figure 2-7. (a) Schematic view of R-PWT THz detector. (b) the behavior of resonant plasma-wave 
assuming strained Si (= 800 cm2/Vs [48]) and (c) Si cases (= 250 cm2/Vs [65]) with Va= 1 mV. 
 
When  > 0, plasma-wave resonance occurs with biasing small drain voltage so that the amplitude 
increases as time elapses due to n1(x,t) exp(t), as detailed in section 2.2. On the contrary, it is obvious 
that plasma-wave resonance cannot occur itself when  < 0. In this case, it is necessary to bias ac THz 
wave (Uacos(t)) on the gate of R-PWT in order to provide energy to plasma-wave so that resonance 
occur, as illustrated in Fig. 2-7(b). Therefore, R-PWT operates as driven damped harmonic oscillator 
with forcing frequency () and resonant plasma-wave frequency (). In terms of verifying resonant 
THz detection, it is essential to consider the effective momentum relaxation time (eff) derived from 
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Because of high eff means less damping of the amplitude of plasma-wave, it is useful to introduce 
quality factor of eff for evaluation of R-PWT THz detector. If we consider both strained Si (s-Si) and 
Si as a channel material of PWT with l= 20 nm, it is impossible to use these PWTs as a THz emitter. 
However, s-Si PWT with relative high channel mobility (= 800 cm2/Vs [48]) makes it possible to 
operate as a resonant THz detector with its eff = 110 fs (see Fig. 2-7(b)) compared to eff = 29 fs for Si 




2.5.2. Review on reported Vout equations 
 
 
In this section, it will be reviewed to explain Vout equations reported by other research groups. By using 
similar way of THz emission case, we can assume the following voltage wave equations: 
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Also, hydrodynamic Euler equations and continuity equations to describe energy relation as 
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At x= 0, U1(0,t) = Uacos(t)= Re[Uaexp(−it)] so that C++C−= Ua. Using Eq. (2.8) at x= l then [52] 
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Furthermore, it is possible to derive Vout equation using Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34) with taking time average 
and integral for channel length from x= 0 to x= l, which is given by [52] 
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Eq. (2.39) is Vout equation only for resonant mode and the general case that contains resonant and 
non-resonant mode as [33] 
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Wavenumbers in Eq. (2.39) and Eq. (2.40) assumes s >> v0 and p>>1 so that it is not valid for low 
sub-THz frequency and low channel mobility R-PWT. 
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=                     (2.43) 
 
where  is the ideality factor. The plasma-wave velocity in Eq. (2.42) is defined as 
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When U0 << 0, s= s0 which means that plasma-wave injected from source or drain side has velocity by 











Figure 2-8. Vout vs. U0 plot at f= 5 THz using reported equations for same parameters assuming 
strained Si (m*/m= 0.19, = 800 cm2/Vs, leff= 20 nm) as channel material of R-PWT THz detector. 
 
 
Fig. 2-8 shows each reported Vout equation using same parameters at f= 5 THz. It is noticeable that Eqs. 
(2.39) and (2.40) diverge at U0 = 0 due to Vout  1/ U0, which cause abrupt increasing Vout of Eq. (2.40) 
near U0= 0 V and make discrepancy between ‘NR+R Vout equation’ of Eq. (2.40) and ‘NR Vout equation’ 
of Eq. (2.42). Thus, it is false to interpret distorted Vout at U0 = 0 as peak value of NR Vout evaluated by 
‘NR+R Vout equation’. Also, in order to make R-PWT with low channel mobility, it is necessary to 
achieve short channel length for resonance. However, resonant frequency increases in short channel 
PWT with same gate voltage compared to long channel due to rapid propagation of plasma-wave from 










 =  
 
 In other words, it is possible to obtain same resonant frequency with slower plasma-wave velocity, 
which means that R-PWT operates at lower gate voltage and it is required to consider sv0 condition. 
With considering low channel mobility, this new condition forces to derive new wavenumber k equation 





2.5.3. Wavenumber considering low  and sv0 condition 
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=                     (2.46) 
 
where n0 is derived from unified charge control model [53]. Figure 2-9 shows that plasma-wave velocity 
for Eq. (2.44) and s= (eU0/m)^(1/2). It is obvious that Eq.(2.44) should be considered in the evaluation 
of Vout and its related equations to explain whole range of gate voltage. Also, Eq. (2.45) explains that 
there is voltage component to determine plasma-wave velocity as 
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which becomes U= U0 when U0 >> 0 and U= kBTe when U0 << 0. Because the plasma-wave velocity 
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Figure 2-9. s vs. U0 plot which use Eq. (22) and s= (eU0/m)^(1/2) for s-Si (m*/m= 0.19) and  = 1.2 
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When deriving wavenumber of downstream and upstream (Eq. (2.5)), combining Eq. (2.3) and (2.4) 
results in 
1 2 2 2
02 4
2
p pkv i k s 

− −−  −
=                         (2.49) 
 
In the section 2.2, 2ks >> −1p was assumed to derive Eq. (2.5). However, as shown in Fig. 2-10, the 
momentum relaxation time cannot be neglected in the case of relatively low channel mobility such as 
Si. Therefore, combining Eq. (2.3) and (2.4) for general k equation considering the assumption of 2ks 
 −1p as follows: 
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Figure 2-10. 2k+s vs. U0 plot assuming strained Si of m
*/m= 0.19 for = 500, 800 cm2/Vs as channel 
material of R-PWT. Even though here k+ is derived from the ideal assumption of 2ks >> 
−1
p, newly 
derived k+ considering 2ks  
−1
p in Fig. 2-6 shows same trends that the 
−1
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where II is defined for the convenience of calculation. Figure 2-11 shows that derived general k 
equation also placed in 2ks  −1p region for relatively low frequency that the 
−1
p term should not be 
neglected. 
 
Figure 2-11. 2k+s vs. U0 plot used general k+ equation assuming strained Si of m
*/m= 0.19 for = 





Figure 2-12. general wavenumber equation for assuming strained Si (m*/m= 0.19, = 800 cm2/Vs, 
leff= 20 nm, vinj= 1.2310
7 cm/s) at f= 1 THz. 
 
 
Figure 2-13. general wavenumber equation for assuming strained Si (m*/m= 0.19, = 800 cm2/Vs, 
leff= 20 nm, vinj= 1.2310
7 cm/s) at f= 6 THz. 
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Figure 2-12 and 2-13 show that differences between derived general and ideal wavenumber equations. 
Firstly, the discrepancy between real parts of general and ideal cases become obvious as gate voltage 
decreases due to decreased plasma-wave velocity in k=(s−v0) for ideal case, which makes drain 
reflection coefficient (rn,d= s+v0s−v0) high. On the contrary, general case shows k+=k− that means 
imaginary part of wavenumber determines rn,d.= k+k−. Secondly, if we compare Fig 2-12 for f= 1 THz 
case with Fig 2-13 for f= 6 THz case, it is noticeable that damping term of plasma-wave due to low 
frequency is included correctly in general case exp[-kx] term. Therefore, the ideal k equation can be 































2.5.4. General resonant Vout equation 
 
 
 As discussed in chapter 2.5.2, Veksler et al. have derived Vout equation using approximations of s >> 
v0 and p >> 1 [52]. Despite this equation well fit into the case for the high mobility materials or high 
frequency above f= 1 THz, it is necessary to exclude these approximations in order to investigate the 
materials having relatively low channel mobility or sub-THz regime. The basic idea of derivation 
process for general Vout equation is introduced in Ref. [33]. The resultant Vout equation as 
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= −                                (2.59) 
 
Each term in Eq. (2.58) are defined as 1st v0
2, 2nd v1
2 (2nd term), and 3rd integral <v0> terms in this 
thesis. Firstly, v1
2 term will be examined, which is dominant term in the case of s >> v0 and p >> 
1. Here we use general k equations in chapter 2.5.3 in order to shed light on Vout near and below threshold 
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This equation is combined with real and imaginary parts for C, k, and  so that it is necessary to make 
v1= Re[v1]+Im[v1] as 
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In order to solve C, Eq. (2.37) is used as follows, 
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Therefore, v1 for downstream and upstream becomes as 
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Finally, the Vout equation considering only v1
2 term as 
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Figure 2-14. Vout vs. U0 plot (a) at f= 5 THz adding Eq. (2.63) newly derived which displays absolute 
value in order to compare to reported equations (Eq. (40) and (42)). Negative Vout is calculated below 
U0 < 0.1 V. Each equation uses same parameters for clear comparison assuming strained Si R-PWT 
THz detector (m*/m= 0.19, = 800 cm2/Vs, leff= 20 nm, Ua(=Va)= 5 mV). (b) Frequency dependence 
of general resonant Vout equation. 
 
Figure 2-14(a) shows that comparison general resonant Vout equation using Eq. (2.65) with the 
reported equations. It is noticeable that there is the shift of resonant peak toward higher gate voltage 
compared to reported Vout equations (Eq. (2.40)), which uses the approximation of s >> v0 (= s2l), 
since Eq. (2.65) consider sv0 condition (see Eq. (1)). Also, there is no NR ‘peak’ appeared on general 
resonant Vout equation, because non-resonant phenomena aren’t fully considered in both resonant k and 
Vout equations. Despite W. Knap et al. have demonstrated the NR Vout equation (Eq.(2.42) [53]), it is 
debatable to accept the argument that the reason to form NR peak is due to the gate leakage current. 
Furthermore, figure 2-14 (b) illustrates that the frequency dependence of Vout using only v1
2 term. 
The calculated Vout below Vth becomes abruptly high and its trend intensify as lowering external THz 
frequency, since the reflection coefficients at low gate voltage and low frequency are overestimated due 
to lack of the consideration of non-resonant phenomena, again, whose Vout increases and saturates as 
frequency increased, as mentioned in chapter 1.4 and Fig. 1-3(a). It has been conducting to derive the 
general Vout equation considered both resonant and non-resonant phenomena, which will be briefly dealt 







2 and integral v0 terms in Eq. (2.58) will be examined. The 1
st order of voltage wave 
U1 is represented as 
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 Therefore, the 2nd order of time average for energy flux becomes as  
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 The resultant integral v0 term has complicated form but simple derivation process.  
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Figure 2-15. Vout vs. U0 plot considering all terms in Eq. (2.58) (a) f= 1 THz and (b) 5 THz, which 
assumes s-Si R-PWT THz detector using same parameters to Fig. 2-10 (m*/m= 0.19, = 800 cm2/Vs, 
leff= 20 nm, Ua= 5 mV). 
 
 Figure 2-15 shows that general resonant Vout equations containing all terms as in Eq. (2.58). It is 
obvious that integral v0 term is dominant in relatively low 1 THz regime but v0
2 term is negligible 
through whole THz range. It means that it is important to consider both v1
2 and integral v0 terms 





















 In this chapter, the theoretical analysis of R-PWT have been conducted starting from investigating 
resonance phenomena in the channel of R-PWT by adopting transmission line theory based on 
assumptions of infinite drain impedance and zero source impedance as boundary conditions. Next, it 
has been considered how finite drain impedance influences on the operation of R-PWT in terms of 
realistic fabrication. Also, the equation of radiation power has been derived to study the practical use of 
R-PWT as a THz emitter. Even though the expected power has been evaluated in W scale with wide 
channel width and considering CVD graphene, it motivates to invent novel device structure, which will 
be dealt in next section, and it would be the further work to be done by reconstructing power equation 
and considering other missed parameters or variables that should be contained in the equation for R-
PWT. Based on the definition of momentum relaxation time for plasma-wave, finally, the reported Vout 
equations by other research groups have been reviewed to shed light on the points that should be taken 
into account low channel mobility R-PWT in sv0 regime. As a result, the equations of wavenumber 
and general resonant Vout have been introduced to correct distorted Vout value near threshold voltage and 
would be helpful to analyze short channel R-PWT THz detector. All these theoretical works in this 
section have aimed to investigate the realization of Si R-PWT having advantages of cost efficiency and 
high integration (detailed in chapter V), and high-power graphene R-PWD (detailed in chapter III) with 




















Theory of floating gate R-PWD with suspended-channel (FG SC-PWD) 
 
 
3.1. Structural limitation of PWT 
 
 
The conventional plasma-wave theory has been adopted as a plasma-wave transistor (PWT), which 
has the 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) formed by the gate terminal of the conventional FET 
structure. Because of that, the PWT has fundamental problem of the electron mobility degradation by 
the gate field and the surface roughness scattering as well as the diminution of the electron charge 
density by the gate leakage current through the thin gate oxide. Therefore, it is difficult to observe THz 
resonant characteristics and the output power is marginal as micro-Watt class although they 
implemented PWT THz emitter with relatively high mobility FET such as HEMT [51, 54-55]. Besides, 
when an ideal 2D material like graphene is inserted below the gate as a channel, the or iginal high 
mobility is significantly deteriorated [56-57], so the implementation of PWT based on conventional 
FET, whose channel is controlled by the gate, has serious performance limitation as a THz emitter and 
detector. 
 
Therefore, in this chapter, we are taking an approach away from the conventional transistor operation 
which forms and controls 2DEG channel by the gate, and propose a new THz plasma-wave device 
structure where the channel is not controlled by the gate. Through the theoretical verification and an 
innovative implementation, it is possible to develop a wideband/high-power/high-sensitivity THz 















3.2. Device structure of FG SC-PWD 
 
 
 The original PWT device operation rely on the gate terminal to carry out multiple purposes, which 
includes inducing the channel, converting channel plasma waves generated by mirror image charge at 
the gate electrode into TEM mode electromagnetic waves via electric dipole function, etc. The basic 
idea to overcome the inevitable structural problem of PWT is to make R-PWD which performs same 
functions of PWT gate terminal by placing floating gate (FG). In this case, the resonance phenomena 
in FG R-PWD solely follows the ungated 2DEG plasma-wave theory that has been considered as 
parasitic component analysis of HEMT structure which degrades the performance of the gated 2DEG 
[38]. In terms of choosing ungated channel material of FG R-PWD, the graphene, which shows 
ambipolar I-V characteristics with high minimum drain current at Dirac point voltage, would be the best 
candidate with its ultra-high mobility [45]. Furthermore, in order to eliminate mobility degradation 
originated from band bonding between graphene and insulator, it is efficient to fabricate suspended-
channel (SC) structure [58]. Figure 3-1 illustrates the device structure of floating gate R-PWT with 







Figure 3-1. Schematic view of FG SC-PWD. The device structure can be chosen by the optimization 









3.3. Resonance phenomena in FG SC-PWD 
 
 
After M. Dyakonov and M. Shur have reported the theory of plasma-wave resonance in ungated region 
[59], M. V. Cheremisin and G. G. Samsonidze have derived Vout equation for THz detection with 
dimensionless units for investigating universal characteristic of ungated plasma-wave [40-41]. In this 
chapter, it will be reviewed the derivation flow in order to analyze specific channel materials such as 
graphene with considering finite drain impedance for studying realistic possibility of FG SC-PWD. 
Also, it will be introduced the reconstruction of k equation represented as real and imaginary parts in 
order to examine the channel plasma-wave, which is helpful for calculating the radiation power of 
graphene FG SC-PWD as THz emitter having higher power than R-PWT case. Finally, it will be briefly 
demonstrated the critical drain impedance (|Zd,c|) considering this newly derived wavenumber to analyze 
























3.3.1. Influence of finite drain impedance on FG SC-PWD 
 
 
On the structure of FG SC-PWD as shown in Fig. 3-1, plasma-waves (n1(x,t)) are defined as the sum 
of the downstream (n1+) and upstream (n1−) as follows: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1, , , ik x ik x i tn x t n x t n x t C e C e e + − −+ − + −= + = +               (3.1) 
 
where C± is the perturbation coefficient by noise signals, k± is the wave number and  is the angular 
frequency. The behaviors of these plasma-waves are governed by the following first order of 



















                           (3.3) 
 
where e is the elementary electric charge, m is the effective mass, = (en1)/(2k) is the self-electric 
potential, and  is the 2D channel material permittivity. By combing Eqs. (3.2) with (3.3), it is possible 











=                                 (3.4) 
 
where n0 is surface electron concentration. This dispersion relation (~k1/2) shows that the plasma-
waves in the suspended channel act like deep water behaviors. It means that the plasma -wave is 
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where  is acceleration of plasma-wave. If we consider momentum relaxation time (p) to explain 
collision between electrons and phonons or impurities, new term of –v1/p is contained in right side of 
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It has been reported the approximated k equations with assumption of   , and negligible i/2p and 
(v0
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where =v0/. Assuming ideal boundary conditions, which means that both ac short and ac open 
conditions are implemented on source (|Zs|= 0) and drain (|Zd|= ), respectively, the oscillatory 
component of current flux cannot penetrate through drain, which can be described by [32] 
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where L is the channel length. By using (3.8), it is possible to yield real () and imaginary () part of 
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where N is odd number for plasma-wave harmonics. Because of n1~exp(t), it is necessary that  
should be bigger than zero for making resonance so that rd should exceed a critical value (rd,c), which 
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In the case of ideal boundary conditions, rd,c is always smaller than rd,i when the plasma-wave 
resonance occurs. However, implementing infinite impedance on drain side is hard to be achieved in 
real case so that it is needed to consider finite drain impedance. In this case, current flux at drain side is 
not zero anymore and (3.8) changes to the following equation by using Ohm’s law 
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where W is the channel width. Here we should consider self-electric potential for the finite size of 2DEG 
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By using (3.13) and (3.14), it is possible to yield drain reflection coefficient for the finite drain 
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It can be checked that rd becomes again rd,i, if |Zd|= . Also, the resonance starts to occur if rd=rd,c. 
Thus, by using (3.12) and (3.15), it is possible to find critical impedance |Zd,c| for FG SC-PWD THz 
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Fig. 3-2 shows that SC-PWD is more acceptable for making THz emitter compared to R-PWT. 
Assuming graphene as the channel 2D material and the channel length and mobility are same for both 
of SC-PWD and R-PWT as L= 300 nm and = 105 cm/Vs, the necessary |Zd| for FG SC-PWD is much 
less than R-PWT case, which is about 500  at 10 THz. If we consider that reported channel mobility 
of R-PWT is usually low (assuming = 7000 cm/Vs) so that the channel length should be shorter 








Figure 3-2. |Zd,c| vs. frequency plot assuming v0=3.8110









3.3.2. Radiation power of FG SC-PWD 
 
 
The reported k equation of Eq.(3.7), which is represented only as real part, uses too much 
approximation so that the calculated reflection coefficient at drain side (rd) always becomes unity, 
despite the actual rd is higher than it. Therefore, it is necessary to derive k equation consisting of real 
and imaginary parts. The derivation process starts from only using the assumption of negligible 
(v0
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In order to investigate the radiation power of R-PWD, it is important to consider the correct resonant 
plasma-wave behavior in the channel. Figure 3-3 illustrates that the resonance phenomenon is well 
defined in FG SC-PWD by using the newly derived k equations of Eq. (3.17) compared to reported k 
equations of Eq. (3.7) 
 
 
Figure 3-3. Plasma-wave behavior in the channel of FG SC-PWD for (a) using approximation of  





Figure 3-4. The preliminary calculation results of radiation power for FG SC-PWD assuming d= 200 
nm and R-PWT for graphene and GaN, which has same channel width W= 10 m. The exfoliated 
graphene FG SC-PWDs are assumed to have channel lengths 20/100/400/800 nm and 20/30/40/60 
nm for GaN case. Each device has the limitation of maximum channel length as THz emitter, which 
are 865 nm for exfoliated graphene and 69 nm for GaN, respectively. The detailed explanation of 
maximum channel length will be discussed in chapter IV.  
 
 The emission of THz EM wave from FG SC-PWD has same mechanism to R-PWT so that it is possible 
to evaluate its radiated power by using Eqs. (2.28) and (3.18). In the case of FG SC-PWD, there is no 
biasing gate voltage which means that each device characterized with its channel length has narrow 
operation frequency regime, or it is necessary to use additional back-gate voltage. The calculation 
results of radiation power in Fig 3-4 are carried out using various channel length for each channel 
material. If exfoliated graphene is used as channel of FG SC-PWD, the emitted THz EM wave shows 
mW scale through whole THz regime, which is sufficiently applicable to various THz technology and 
100 times higher than of CVD graphene R-PWT case. It should be noticed that even GaN having 
relatively low mobility can emit THz EM wave with 10 W scale. The radiation power of FG SC-PWD 
decreases as frequency increases, since shorter channel length has higher resonance frequency and 
contains less electrons in the channel area. Also, if CVD graphene FG SC-PWD is considered, the 
evaluated power is 10 W scale with l= 30 nm, W= 8 m, d= 10 nm, and emission frequency f= 10 THz. 
However, the power equation of FG SC-PWD does not fully consider the distance between channel and 




Additionally, it is possible to define the ideal reflection coefficient (rd,i) by using Eq. (3.18) as 
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where = 2|Zd|W. It can be checked that rd becomes again rd,i, if |Zd|= . By using Eq. (3.20) it is 
possible to derive rd,c with the condition of = 0 as 
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Also, the resonance starts to occur if rd= rd,c. Thus, by using (3.19) and (3.20), it is possible to find 
critical impedance |Zd,c| for FG SC-PWD THz emitter, which is given by 
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This definition of critical impedance makes it possible to analyze FG SC-PWD more accurately. In the 
case of exfoliated graphene having ultra-high mobility, there is no serious differences between precise 
|Zd,c| (Eq. 3.22)) and more approximated |Zd,c| (Eq. (3.16)). However, this result will be helpful for 













In this chapter, it has been shed light on the novel device structure of floating gate R-PWD with 
suspended channel (FG SC-PWD) required to make a breakthrough the structural limitation of R-PWT. 
Its theoretical analysis has been conducted based on the ungated plasma-wave theory, which have been 
originally considered as parasitic component in HEMT structure. To verifying its practical and realistic 
feasibility, the finite drain impedance have been considered on FG SC-PWD by using same deriving 
procedure to R-PWT case and its resultant analysis have been shown that FG SC-PWD has advantages 
of lower critical drain impedance to occur resonance as frequency increases compared to R-PWT due 
to its property of dispersive wave. Moreover, the estimated radiation power has been evaluated to attain 
to mW scale in the case of exfoliated graphene case with its ultra-high channel mobility and  10 W 
scale for CVD graphene case. As a further work, it is necessary to find optimized distance between 
channel and floating gate which should be contained in the power equation of FG SC-PWD to exclude 































After R-PWT has been introduced by M. Dyakonov and M. Shur [29], the theory of R-PWT has been 
investigated only for basic operation principle and ideal case based on impractical framework. These 
tendencies cause that Si, which has advantages of cost efficiency and high integration based on nano-
CMOS technology, has not been considered as the channel material of R-PWT due to its low mobility. 
In this chapter, we introduce practical design windows to explain the possibility of R-PWD with its 
operation frequency and expected role as THz detector or emitter, and even non-resonant detector for 























4.2. Design window of R-PWT 
 
 
4.2.1. R-PWT Design window based on physical conditions 
 
 
In order to conduct theoretical evaluation of R-PWT, the design window of 2D s-v0 plot, which has 
two independent variables of s from plasma-wave theory and v0 from FET theory in each axis, should 
be considered because s and v0 in the comparable range decide the operation frequency of PWT with 
given channel length. On this s-v0 plot, it is possible to draw the resonance window by using physical 
conditions in Table I with fixed L and the parameters related to the channel materials such as , m, p. 








































          (frequency)          (4.4) 
 
where M= v0/s is Mach number. Figure 4-1 shows the basic composition of design window, which 
assumes m= 0.028m0 and = 6300 cm2V
−1s−1 (p= 100 fs). In this example, it is expected that the R-
PWT (L= 50 nm) fabricated by these parameters has operation ranges as THz emitter of 7.74107 < s < 
2.05108 cm/s and 2.72107 < v0 < vinj= 3.2210
7 cm/s at T= 300 K with the operation frequency range 
3.4 < f < 10 THz. It should be noticed that the physical condition of plasma-wave reflection (s−v0)p/L 
> 1 is considered on the design window. Most of the previous theoretical works by other research groups 
have focused only on the ideal case of s >> v0, which makes reflection condition to be negligible s= L/p 
on the design window. In the comparable s~v0 range, however, the reflection condition of Eq. (4.2) 
should be included for more precise evaluation of R-PWT THz emitter having quasi-ballistic channel 





TABLE I.  PHYSICAL CONDITIONS FOR RESONANT PWT THZ EMITTERS 
Physical Condition for 
Plasma-wave 
Criteria 
Underdamped ωp> 1 
Reflection (s−v0)p/L> 1 
Instability v0< vinj< s 
Increment ω> 0 






Figure 4-1. PWT resonance window assuming L= 50 nm and  p= 100 f s by applying the 
reflection condition of (s-v0)p/L > 1, which result in the reduction of tunable operation frequency 








Figure 4-2. PWT resonance windows assuming p= 100 fs for L= 42, 50, and 58 nm. Each  
resonance window has the same Mmin and Lmax is determined as 64 nm at the point of v0= vinj and 
s= smax for 10 THz. 
 
To apply Eq. (4.2) onto the s-v0 plot, the proper estimation of possible L, which is the critical dimension 
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where smax= vinj/Mmin [30]. Figure 4-2 shows that the resonance windows is reduced with same Mmin as 
L increases and Lmax is decided at the resonance point of v0= vinj and s= smax for 10 THz, which is the 
maximum frequency of so-called “THz gap”. It is noticeable that this arbitrarily assumed PWT with 
p= 100 fs and m= 0.028m0 can operates as the THz emitters only if the channel length is shorter than 
Lmax= 64 nm. By using the concept of maximum channel length, we can calculate feasible L < Lmax from 






The evaluated results of Lmax are summarized in Table II for Si-compatible (Si, Ge and strained Si) or 
compound semiconductor (InAs, GaAs, and InGaAs) channel materials in MOSFET [60-65] and 
HEMT structures [66-68]. As listed in Table II, HEMT structure has higher channel mobility than 
MOSFET on the same material because of the suppression of surface roughness scattering. In case of 
InGaAs HEMTs [66-67], Lmax ranges around 170 nm on average which can explain the experimental 
data of 2.9 THz emission from 130-nm InGaAs HEMT [69]. Focusing on the s-Si channel MOSFET 
[65] and n-type modulation-doped FET (n-MODFET) [68] where Lmax increases up to 40 nm, resonant 
PWT operation for THz emitters can be expected with a current deca-nanoscale Si CMOS technology. 
 
 
TABLE II.  CALCULATION RESULTS OF LMAX FOR VARIOUS CHANNEL MATERIALS  
IN MOSFET AND HEMT STRUCTURES. 
Material [MOSFET]   (cm2/Vs) m/m0 Lmax (nm) 
InAs 10500 [60] 0.023 96.94 
In0.53Ga0.47As 6600 [61] 0.045 85.40 
GaAs 4500 [62] 0.063 68.87 
Ge 1100 [63] 0.12 22.90 
strained Si (s-Si) 500 [64] 0.19 12.87 
Si 250 [65] 0.26 7.24 
Material [HEMT]   (cm2/Vs) m/m0 Lmax (nm) 
InAs 13000 [66] 0.023 120.26 
In0.53Ga0.47As 
9500 [66] 0.045 123.15 
16500 [67] 0.045 214.15 
strained Si (s-Si) 
1500 [68] 0.19 39.87 













Figure 4-3. Si and strained-Si resonance windows on 3D plot by assigning L to z-axis. The mini
mum operation frequency range for the s-Si= 1500 cm2V
−1s−1 is near 2.1 THz at L= 26 n
m, where the reflection condition (s-v0)p/L forms boundary of resonant window. 
 
For a comparison of the evaluated resonance windows from Si-compatible PWTs with deca-nanoscale 
L shorter than Lmax, the channel length can be assigned to the additional z-axis based on the 2-D s-v0 
plot. Figure 4-3 illustrates the 3D plot of R-PWT resonance windows based on Si-compatible channel 
under each given channel length of 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, and 26 nm (z-axis). By enhancing channel mobility, 
larger resonance window is obtained only when given L < Lmax. In case of L=26 nm, s-Si n-MODFET 
(one of the HEMTs) with = 1500 cm2V−1s−1 only shows the possible resonance window with a wide 
operation frequency range of 2.1 THz < f < 10 THz. Based on the lighter effective mass consideration 
of s-Si as m= 0.19m0, the boundary of vinj a little bit more increased than Si (m= 0.26m0) as demonstrated 
in the case of L= 6 nm where conventional Si MOSFETs with = 250 cm2V−1s−1 show very difficult 







Figure 4-4. R-PWT 2D design window for emission assuming s-Si MOSFET and HEMT structures 
having L= 10 nm. 
 
It should be noted that, with enhanced channel mobility, the resonance window broadens in the lower 
left direction at the same channel length as shown in Fig. 4-4, which shows the resonant windows for 
s-Si PWTs at L= 10 nm. Qualitatively, enhanced mobility (i.e. increased p) of the channel of R-PWT 
means more underdamped, reflection and increment of plasma-waves, which guarantees that rare 
scattering events maintain its amplitude and propagation distance further so that the resonance occurs 
with slower v0 and s at given L. For quantitative results, in s-Si HEMT with = 1500 cm2V
−1s−1 and 
L= 10 nm, the resonant PWT can be operated within the range of  9.55106 < s < 4.35107 cm/s and 
3.10106 < v0 < 1.2310
7 cm/s in the frequency range of 2.1 < f < 10 THz, which is broader than s-Si 
MOSFET with = 500 cm2V−1s−1 case (2.87107 < s < 4.35107 cm/s and 9.59106 < v0 < 1.23107 
cm/s in the operation frequency range of 6.2 < f < 10 THz). The dashed lines in Fig. 4-4 are boundaries 
by only considering increment (>0) and underdamped (p>1) condition without the reflection 
condition ((s−v0)p/L> 1). When the PWT channels become more diffusive and s~v0 ranges are 
comparable, the (s−v0)p/L> 1 condition should be included for more accurate and realistic design of 








Figure 4-5. R-PWT 2D design window for detector and emitter assuming s-Si MOSFET havi
ng L= 10 nm. 
 
 Also, if we consider the quality factor for resonant THz detection, Q = eff > 1, it is possible to judge 
whether the R-PWT can be used as resonant THz detector. These criteria of resonant detection can be 
included in the design window as shown in Fig. 4-5. If there is no external THz signal, plasma-wave 
resonance occurs only in > 0 region, as explained previously. This new physical condition to explain 
degradation of plasma-wave amplitude can be represented as 
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It is noteworthy that the non-resonant regime at low frequency is also displayed on the design window, 









4.2.2. Consideration of source injection velocity 
 
 
The carrier transport model, which explains the behavior of electrons composed into plasma-wave in 
the channel, should be considered for analyzing R-PWT properly. In the PWT theory, the source 
injection velocity (vinj) of electrons is assumed as maximum value of v0, as discussed in chapter 4.2.1. 
It is possible to attain to its maximum when no backscattering is achieved (i.e. ballistic carrier transport) 
[70]. In semiconductor physics, the value of vinj can be changed in the degenerate 2DEG, which is 
dependent on the electron concentration understood by Fermi-Dirac distribution. In this case, the band 
diagram of MOSFET, especially in strong inversion, should be considered (i.e. s > 2F, where s is the 
surface potential and F is bulk Fermi potential). The source injection velocity in the degenerate 2DEG 





















                    (4.8) 
 
where Fj(F) is the Fermi-Dirac integral of order j, F= {EF−1(0)}/kBT, 1(0)= (h2z2)/(8mtsi) is the first 
sub-band energy at oxide-channel interface, h is plank constant, z is integer and ts-Si is thickness of 
strained silicon (s-Si) layer. In order to solve the F1/2(F) term, it is required to use approximated 
equation, as follows [71]:  
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Figure 4-6. MOSFET band diagram considering starting point of strong inversion s= 2F. 
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As illustrated in Fig. 4-6, F can be defined as 
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where s is a work function, s is an electron affinity of semiconductor. All parameters in Eq. (4.11) 
has values for specific channel materials except surface potential which is important variable because 
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where mde is DoS effective mass of electron and ħ is Dirac constant. By using Eq. (4.12), it is feasible 
to illustrate vinj as a function of n0 as shown in Fig. 4-7 (a). In the Boltzmann limit [EF-1(0) << 0], Fj(F) 






Figure 4-7. (a) Plot of vinj as a function of n0. The dashed line shows constant vinj
* in the Boltzmann 
limit and (b) of s as a function of n0 for the s-Si case (Eg= 0.89 eV, es= 4.03 eV, es= 4.726 eV, 





As deviating the Boltzmann limit, though, the degenerate 2DEG also exhibits a significant deviation 
from a non-degenerate Maxwellian case and vinj begins to increase as a function of n0> 10
11 cm-2. 
Because s is also varied by n0 with the relation of Eq. (4.12), as shown in Fig. 4-7 (b), the increment of 
vinj shows the strong dependency of plasma-wave velocity as shown in Fig. 4-8. 
 
Figure 4-8 (a) and (b) illustrates the rapid increment of source injection velocity with thin oxide and 
high oxide permittivity (ox). That’s because the degenerate 2DEG is more easily created for relatively 
smaller U0(s) (i.e., relatively smaller s) and thinner oxide with higher ox. Moreover, there is a reverse-
proportional relation between vinj and DoS effective mass [see Fig. 4-8 (c)]. For example, GaAs (mde= 
0.067m0, mdh= 0.47m0) and Ge (mde= 0.56m0, mdh= 0.29m0), which has lighter mde,dh compared to Si case 
(mde= 1.08m0, mdh= 0.81m0), have higher vinj for the same s. Finally, it should be noted that doping 




Figure 4-8. Plots of vinj vs s for varying (a) tox, (b) ox, (c) mde,dh, and (d) Na. Here vinj*= 1.9107 cm/s 






Figure 4-9. s-Si PWT design window (N= 1) assuming = 500 cm2V-1s-1 for tox= 1 nm, L= 10, 12, 
14, 16, and 17.1 nm (Lmax). The variable boundary of vinj (Eq. (4.8)) based on degenerate 2DEG 
broaden the design window and Lmax. Vertical dotted line illustrates the boundary of vinj
* (constant) 
in the Boltzmann limit. 
 
Figure 4-9 shows the design window including the degenerate carrier velocity model [73]. It is clear 
that the s-Si PWT THz emitter with = 500 cm2V-1s-1 has maximum channel length Lmax= 17 nm, 
which is enhanced by the increment of injection velocity. It can be compared with the result of Lmax= 
12 nm in the previous chapter, which only considers non-degenerate 2DEG case. 
 
Even though Lmax is increased, it is noteworthy that the resonant frequency range in vinj
*< v0 <vinj regime 
in Fig.4-9 isn’t broad much and is near the upper limit of 10 THz. In order to make the frequency range 
become broad near 1 THz, it is important to enhance the channel mobility to broaden the resonance 
window. The influence of the channel mobility on the R-PWT frequency range in design window is 
shown in Fig. 4-10. In the case of = 650 cm2V-1s-1, the frequency range is considerably broaden as 










Figure 4-10. s-Si PWT design window (N= 1) assuming L= 16 nm with =  500, 650, 800, 
and 950 cm2V-1s-1. 
 
Combining increased vinj with enhanced  remarkably improves Lmax as illustrated in Fig. 4-11 which 
is the 3D design window using L as the z-axis. Here we assume that the 2DEG should not be strongly 
degenerate ({es−(es−es)}−1*(0) < 4kBT) for sustaining electron-electron collision [29]. The 
assumption is correct since the electrons are mediums to propagate longitudinal plasma-wave. With the 
Eq. (4.8), for the s-Si case, Fermi level (EF) exceeds 4kBT above the first sub-band [1(0)] when n0= 
3.521013 cm-2 so that s= 3.74108 cm/s means the upper limitation of plasma-wave velocity in the 
resonance window. Thus, maximum frequency fmax is not 10 THz at L= 35 nm for = 800 cm2V-1s-1 
case in Fig. 4-10. For realizing actual R-PWT THz emitter, it is necessary to consider gate oxide 
breakdown because of biasing relatively high U0 to induce n0 as the L increases. As a sample criterion, 
it is reported that breakdown occurs on MOS capacitor with tox= 3.9 nm when biasing Ug 6 V for 35 s 
[74]. Considering U0~ 1.5 V as the breakdown voltage, it induces n0= 3.310
13 cm-2 (s= 1.18107 cm/s) 
for s-Si PWT with tox= 1 nm and = 800 cm2V-1s-1 so that it would be safe to fabricate PWT until 










Figure 4-11. 3D design window plot which illustrates the trends of extending resonance window and 

















4.3. Design window of FG SC-PWD 
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As known by Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14), plasma-wave frequency and its resonance are strongly dependent 
on v0 and s(v0,,) so that the design window of 2-D s-v0 plot is helpful for evaluating FG SC-PWD 
THz emitter. By modulating plasma-wave velocity of Eq. (3.5) for the downstream, the basic s-v0 line 
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where v0,phys is determined by physical conditions in Table 1 for each . Assuming |Zd|= , line equation 
for the increment condition can be induced by find the point where ideal and critical drain coefficients 
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Furthermore, if we also consider finite |Zd|, the v0,phys for the increment conditions can be obtained by 
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Because  is contained in both  and Eq. (4.21), we cannot yield line equation for increment condition 
with finite impedance by solely using Eq. (4.21). Instead, finding  where v0,freq−v0,incre for the fixed 
frequency and substituting this  in Eq. (4.19) can induce right line equation for this case. Fig. 4-12 
illustrates various resonance window and its boundary lines, where dashed line is for instability 
condition, solid line is for increment condition, and dotted line is for frequency condition. It can be 
checked that resonance window is gradually disappeared as lowering |Zd| with decreasing operation 
frequency range. Also, Figs. 3-2 and 4-12 have well explained each other. If |Zd|= 300  is implemented 







Figure 4-12. FG SC-PWD THz emitter 2D design window considering suspended graphene (=  





Figure 4-13. FG SC-PWD THz emitter 2D design window considering suspended graphene chan






Figure 4-14. FG SC-PWD THz emitter 2D design window considering suspended graphene (=  
105 cm2/Vs) channel with W= 1000 nm 
 
Figs. 4-13 and 4-14 illustrate various resonance windows for ideal boundary conditions by changing 
channel mobility and channel length. If the channel of SC-PWD has high mobility, plasma-wave can 
propagate further with relatively low electron drift velocity. For the channel length variation, it can be 
noted that resonance windows share same min for the same channel mobility. By using this fact, it is 
possible to calculate maximum channel length (Lmax) by using Eq. (4.18) as 
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For the case of graphene FG SC-PWD with = 105 cm/Vs, calculated Lmax is 865 nm. However, if we 
consider practical boundary conditions (|Zd|= finite), Lmax is decreased as lowered |Zd|. Fig. 4-15 
describes this fact with assigning L as z-axis of 3-D design window. As explained previously in Fig. 4-
12, decreased |Zd| makes resonance window shrink so that Lmax is also decreased. Therefore, it is needed 
to implement |Zd| as much as possible. Also, it is recommended that making channel length as short as 
possible for obtaining broader operation frequency range even with low |Zd|. It can be expected that FG 
SC-PWD THz emitter has higher possibility for practical and realizable device compared to R-PWT 
THz emitter because R-PWT shows narrow operation frequency range due to requiring higher |Zd| than 





Figure 4-15. FG SC-PWD THz emitter 3D design window considering suspended graphene (=  






















In this chapter, the concepts of design window have been introduced to examine the possibility of R-
PWT for various channel material, which have been only analyzed on III-V compounds or graphene 
cases with high channel mobility due to the lack of practical and realistic theory considering non-ideal 
assumptions. Firstly, the design window for R-PWT have shed light on the possibility of Si as a channel 
material of R-PWT by using physical conditions and considering electron source injection velocity as 
a variable. Next, it has been demonstrated that FG SC-PWD with ultra-high channel mobility of 





































Based on the design window for Si R-PWT, which shows that resonant THz detection is possible even 
at leff= 20 nm (see Fig. 5-1), the objectives of device fabrication are focused on two approaches. One is 
enhancing channel mobility and the other is shortening channel length. In this chapter, the detailed 
device structure and experimental setup are discussed. Next, the experimental results are presented, and 






Figure 5-1. (a) Si R-PWT 3D design window considering source injection velocity as a variable, 
which shows resonance window as THz emitter. (b) Si R-PWT 2D design window shows resonant 
detection regime. These plots imply that resonant THz detection (and even emission) is possible by 









5.2. Device structure and experimental setup 
 
 
Figure 5-2(a) shows that fabricated strained-Si FinFET device structure. Starting with 8-inch strained 
SOI wafer with 15 nm of top Si thickness, an n-channel FinFET was fabricated with a channel thickness 
of 10 nm. The photolithography process using 0.18-um technology was employed to define the Fin. To 
achieve a minimum feature size of the fin and gate length, the photoresist ashing by oxygen plasma in 
part was performed. Fins were patterned by simple Si mesa etching. The gate stack consists of gate 
oxide of 3 nm formed by dry oxidation and in-situ phosphorus doped poly-crystalline Si (poly-Si). 
Arsenic implantation of a dose of 3x1015 cm-2 and energy level of 7 keV for the source and drain 
electrodes was done subsequent to the formation of the gate spacer. In order to have low parasitic 
resistance, CoSi2 was selected for forming source and drain, which reduced resistance more than 1000 
times so that the performance of the fabricated FET is also drastically improved. Also, it is very 
important to create a high quality of SiO2-to-Si interface as this is deeply related to the generation of 
traps, which affect the mobility as well as the reliability of the devices. The forming gas annealing (FGA) 
process make the low field mobility increases from 480 cm2/Vs to 800 cm2/Vs at T= 293 K. The obtained 
mobility value is one of the record high values that have ever reported in other previous works. And it 














Figure 5-3. Experimental setup for THz detection. 
 
Fabricated s-Si FinFET was measured on probe station for ground-signal-ground probe tips with VNA 
extender f= 90-220 GHz and Gunn diode source f= 500 GHz. Before measuring Vout, by using lock-in-
amp (LIA), two Id-Vg curves were measured continuously by using source meter unit (SMU). One is 
biasing THz signal using VNA and the other is turn off VNA. This procedure has advantage of fast 
checking compared to use LIA, which should dial each gate voltage manually. Most devices only show 
non-resonant (NR) THz detection as shown in Fig. 5-4. As non-resonant theory expects, NR peak appear 
when Cgs < Cgd or Cgs > Cgd. Among lots of devices, few samples show clear resonant response, which 




Figure 5-4. One example of NR peak characteristics (leff= 335 nm), which is helpful to analyze 
resonant peak, related to (a) Iout, (b) Vout, and (c) capacitance. This NR peak sample shows Cgs < Cgd 
so that Vout measured by SMU has negative sign, which means <U(x= 0)> is higher than <U(x= leff)>. 
It is noticeable that the Iout sign is reverse of Vout sign. Also, the lock-in-amp reads Vout as absolute 






5.3. Experimental evidence for resonant THz detection 
 
 
5.3.1. High quality factor of eff >1 
 
 
TABLE III.  CALCULATED QUALITY FACTORS FOR S-SI R-PWT BASED ON BFET STURUCTURE 
Frequency 
 (THz) 





0.1 197 1820 0.96 
0.5 207 1920 1.09 
1 270 2500 1.96 
1.5 374 3460 3.63 
 
 
There are three evidences to determine whether the device shows characteristics of resonant THz 
detection. One is that high quality factor (eff >1) is achieved in Si R-PWT due to short leff= 20 nm 
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As discussed in chapter 2.5.1, the concept of eff is to explain resonant phenomena even when 0 so 
that plasma-wave resonance cannot occur itself with biasing gate or drain bias. Because high eff means 
less damping of the amplitude of plasma-wave, the criterion combining eff with resonant plasma-wave 
frequency () (i.e. eff >1) is helpful to judge the possibility of R-PWT THz detection. As shown in 
Table III, which is calculation result based on measured parameters (leff= 20 nm,  = 800 cm2/Vs) , the 
effective momentum relaxation time is evaluated eff = 197 fs even at f= 0.1 THz so that eff = 0.96 











Figure 5-5. Measured Vout showing both resonant and non-resonant peaks. The values of threshold 
voltage are calculated from Id-Vg curve using gm,max at Vd= 50 mV. 
 
The main difference between resonant and non-resonant mode is that the resonant phenomenon occurs 
in the strong inversion condition of MOSFET since plasma-wave should propagate and make multiple 
reflections in the channel. Lack of electrons in the channel hampers forming temporal and spatial 
collective oscillations (i.e. plasma-wave). On the contrary, non-resonant phenomenon is only excited 
by external THz signal, which makes plasma-wave starting from source side when the ideal condition 
(Cgd > Cgs) is achieved. The highest Vout peak of non-resonant plasma-wave lose its amplitude by 
increased plasma-wave velocity, which means the wave become gradually close to the drain side as 
increasing Vg. In this case, If the quality factor is higher than unity with achieving boundary conditions, 
it is possible that the amplitude of plasma-wave increases again, and its peak is placed on the point that 
resonant frequency coincides with external THz frequency. Figure 5-5 demonstrates this procedure well 















Figure 5-6. Vout vs. f plot showing non-linear increment of plasma-wave resonance as frequency 
increases. The measurement data is displayed by red dot and theoretical Vout (black solid line) is 
evaluated by using reported ‘NR+R Vout equation’ (Eq. 2.40). 
 
 Finally, the plasma-wave resonance should show non-linear increment as frequency increases. The 
resonant peak of sample 2 in Fig. 5-5 increases apparently from f= 0.1 to 0.5 THz compared to NR 
peaks placed below Vth. Figure 5-6 illustrates that measured Vout shows non-linear increment as 
frequency increases. Three red dots are picked by experimental data from 0.12/0.25/0.5 THz and 
theoretical Vout is calculated by using Eq. (2.40) which shows Vout resonant peak occurs at f 0.88 THz. 
There are still unclear points to explain as a further work. One is that the value of resonant Vout peak 
starts from positive sign at f= 0.1 THz and increases with changing its sign to be negative at f= 0.5 THz. 
The other is that experimental results of f= 0.24-0.26 THz in sample 2 shows unclear increasing trends 
to explain non-linear increment compared to theoretical Vout using Eq. (2.40). All reported Vout equations 
by many researchers assume that external THz signal make electrons inject into the channel only from 
the source of FET. However, as non-resonant boundary conditions explain, electrons can be injected 
from both source and drain side by Cgs and Cgd. Therefore, it is necessary to derive quantitative Vout 
equations that deals with two starting direction of plasma-wave from source and drain sides in the 









 In this chapter, the first experimental results of resonant THz detection by using Si as a channel 
material of R-PWT have been introduced as expected by the design window of Si R-PWT. The devices 
have been carefully fabricated, which has Schottky barrier between source/drain and channel based on 
short channel FinFET (leff= 20 nm) structure with recording channel mobility of 800 cm
2/Vs. The 
experiment has been conducted by using VNA and Gunn diode source with frequency range of 0.1-0.5 
THz. These experimental data have demonstrated that plasma-wave occurs in the channel of R-PWT, 
which are verified by three evidences: One is that high quality factor of eff >1 is secured. The other 
is measured Vout peak placed above Vth (compared to NR Vout peak below Vth). Finally, the measured Vout 
as frequency increases shows non-linear tendency, even though it is necessary to conduct strict 



























Remaining work to be done 
 
 
In this thesis, it has been reported that R-PWD can be a best candidate to achieve lots of THz 
applications based on electronic approaches. To verify it, theory of R-PWT and FG SC-PWD has been 
demonstrated with design windows. By using these theoretical expectations, it has been firstly 
introduced that plasma-wave resonance can occurs in the channel of Si R-PWT with various evidences. 
However, there are still remaining work to be done. Starting from the theory of THz emission, because 
the evaluated power of R-PWT assuming ideal conditions is in W scale, which is too low and 
comparable to the reported experimental emission power in non-ideal conditions, the derivation of 
power equation for R-PWT should be carefully reconstructed by inspecting missing concepts and 
variables. Also, in terms of FG SC-PWD, it is necessary to consider optimal distance between floating 
gate and suspended channel, which should be contained in the power equation. The other remaining 
work is related to theory of R-PWT THz detection. Despite it has been successfully derived that 
wavenumber and Vout equations explain resonant plasma-wave behaviors, it has been revealed that these 
equations are insufficient to study non-resonant phenomena and interpret the experimental data related 
























In this thesis, I firstly report the possibility of silicon (Si) plasma wave transistor (PWT) as a resonant 
terahertz (THz) emitter and detector based on the theoretical analysis focusing on the strained Si with 
enhanced mobility. Under asymmetric boundary conditions for plasma wave instability, the amplitude 
of plasma wave in FET channel increases and this plasma wave increment provides the basis of the 
electromagnetic (EM) wave emission from FET and responses for external THz signal. Secondly, I 
introduced novel device structure of FG SC-PWD which is possible to emit and detect THz signal with 
higher performance. In order to verify the possibility of R-PWD for various materials, I suggested the 
concept of design window which considers both plasma-wave and electronic device theories. Finally, 
based on the design window of R-PWT, I reported experimental evidences for plasma-wave resonance 
in strained-Si channel FET. I explained three reasons why resonance occurs with various measurement 
data: Resonant peak exists above-threshold regime and its output response voltage increase non-linearly 
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이번 박사 학위논문 집필은 지금까지 해왔던 내용을 다시 한번 정리한다는 의미에서 
즐겁고 신중하게 진행하고자 노력하였습니다. 2013년에 입학한 이래로 2020년인 지금에 
이르는 과정을 천천히 살펴본 셈인데, 그동안 진행하였던 연구 하나하나에 많은 분들께 
큰 은혜를 받아왔다는 것을 새삼스럽게 느끼게 됩니다. 우선 제가 생각하는 바를 
진지하게 경청하여 주시고 교정하여 주시면서, 저의 길고 긴 이론적인 연구의 과정들을 
기다려 주시고 지켜 봐주신 저희 교수님께 가장 큰 감사를 표하고자 합니다. 교수님께서 
연구와 관련하여 날카롭게 지적하여 주시는 일면과, 그 외의 연구실생활과 관련된 
부분에서 학생들에게 편하게 대하여 주시는 일면에서 인간적으로 많은 감화를 
받았습니다. 논문화 하지 않은 연구 결과들이 상당히 많다는 것을 이번 기회에 다시 
한번 파악하게 되었는데, 논문 끝에 언급한 해결 과제들을 포함하여 남김없이 눈문으로 
발표하는 것이 교수님의 배려와 큰 은혜에 보답하는 길이 되지 않나 생각합니다. 또한 
수업이나 논문 디펜스 등으로 제게 큰 도움을 주셨던 전기전자공학과와 물리학과 
교수님들께 깊은 감사를 드립니다. 연구실에서 박사 후 과정을 하고 계신 민우형과는 
오랜 세월을 같이 하면서 쌓았던 많은 추억이 있습니다. 보통 다른 연구실에서는 
학생들끼리 깊이 반목하는 경우도 있다고 들었는데 (?), 이런 일이 없게끔 연구실의 
분위기를 올바르게 잡아주셔서 학생들에게 쓸데없는 부분을 배제하고 연구에만 집중할 
수 있게끔 해주셨습니다. 또한 저에게 테라헤르츠 연구와 관련하여 많은 조언을 
해주셨습니다. 각종 실험의 과정들과 비공진 현상을 이해하는데 있어서 민우형의 
논문들과 조언이 너무나도 큰 도움이 되었습니다. 앞으로도 계속 보겠지만, 지면상으로 
진심 어린 감사를 표합니다. 함께 연구를 시작하였다가 지금은 조금 다른 과제를 
연구하고 있는 성호와도 참으로 오랜 기간 연구실생활을 보냈습니다. 연구를 진행하면서 
도와주는 부분도 많고, 연구 외에도 같이 어울려준 점에 대하여.. 특히 술 자체를 자주 
마시지는 않았지만 마신다면 성호와 가장 자주 마셨던 것으로 아는데, 저의 정신적인 
측면에서 지지하여준 바에 대하여 감사를 표합니다. 또한 재원이와는 참된 의미에서 
지음의 관계라 말할 수 있습니다. 같이 여행도 가보고, 비슷한 취미를 공유하면서 보낸 
즐거운 추억들이 참으로 깊습니다. 이에 대해 감사를 표합니다. 이산이는 참으로 
두루두루 알고 있는 것이 많은데, 이산이도 저와 엇비슷한 취미로 함께 즐겁게 보낸 
나날이 많습니다. 가끔 테라헤르츠 연구에 관하여 이야기를 나누면 참 도움이 많이 
되었던 바, 깊은 감사를 드립니다. 상효는 본인이 진행하고 있는 연구에 진정으로 
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몰두하고 있는 모습이 보기 좋다고 생각해왔습니다. 세세한 연구실 관리에 관련하여 
상효에게 부탁한 것이 많은데, 이를 묵묵히 때로는 본인의 의견도 성실하게 표현하면서 
도와준 점에 대하여, 또한 이산이나 민우형과 마찬가지로 테라헤르츠 연구와 관련하여 
나눈 이야기는 큰 도움이 되었던 바, 진심 어린 감사를 표합니다. 항상 열심히 연구하고 
공부하는 영은이와도 학회 등지에서의 즐거웠던 추억을 가지고 있습니다. 앞으로 하는 
연구에 건투를 빕니다. 우석이도 제주도에서 함께 했던 좋은 기억이 떠오릅니다. 재원이 
아래에서 바쁘게 일하면서도, 이따금씩 부탁하는 바에 잘 따라준 점에 대하여 감사를 
드립니다. Finally, Ramesh thank you for your helpful advices and congratulations on 
your wedding. 
 
학교 외에서는, 연구에만 집중하느라 제가 나서서 누군가를 찾아가기 위해 울산을 
벗어난 적도, 아예 제가 먼저 연락한 적이 거의 없습니다. 원래라면 연구 외의 
인간관계는 파탄이 나야 마땅한 상황인데, 그럼에도 불구하고, 저에게 항상 먼저 연락을 
주곤 하였던 분들께 큰 감사를 드립니다. 먼저 고등학교 친구 병희와는 너무나 
오랜기간동안 함께 보낸 추억이 많으며, 계속 연락을 지속하여 주는 점에 감사를 표하며, 
앞으로 하는 일에 무엇이든, 어떤 난관에도 결국에는 원하는 방향으로 나아가기를 
진심으로 바랍니다. 대학교 친구인 지환이형에게는 보자고 계획을 잡아주셔도 
찾아가지를 않아서 죄송한 마음이 큽니다. 언제 찾아가도 반갑게 맞이하여 주실 분인데, 
인하형에게도 동일한 이유로 죄송한 마음을 표합니다. 영태에게도 항상 먼저 연락하여 
주고, 아예 울산에 일관계로 내려오더라도 제가 만나주지를 않아서 항상 미안한 마음이 
큽니다. 결혼을 앞둔 창섭이에게 앞으로의 축복을 빌고, 우상이도 앞으로 하는 일이 
잘되길 기원합니다. 베트남에서 열심히 일하고 있는 진영이에게도 항상 수고가 많습니다. 
 
또한 항상 찾아가면 좋은 친구가 되어주고, 많은 조언도 하여주는 형님에게 큰 감사를 
드립니다. 마지막으로 연락도 자주 드리지 못하고, 찾아뵙지도 못하는 불효를 저지르는 
저에게 계속 큰 격려를 하여 주시는 저의 어머님과 아버님께 직접 말씀은 못드려 왔지만 
글로 표현하기에는 부족할 정도로 항상 감사함과 죄송한 마음을 느끼고 있음을 함께 
전합니다.  
 
시간 관계 상 언급하지 못한 많은 분들에게 깊은 감사를 표합니다. 
 
2020년 1월 울산에서 
